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Many of the credit card offers that appear on the website are from credit card companies from which ThePointsGuy.com receives compensation. This compensation can affect how and where products appear on this site (including, for example, the order in which they appear). This site does
not include all credit card companies or all available credit card offers. For more information, you can see our advertising policy page. Editorial Note: The views expressed here are only the author, not the bank, credit card issuer, airline or hotel chain, and have not been reviewed, endorsed
or otherwise endorsed by any of these organizations. Restaurants Here are our recommendations for the best cheap eateries in Thonglor Pak, a 70-year-old taxi driver who can't resist his deep, homosexual desires meets Hoy, a divorced retiree who also shares the same interests. Against
the background of problems imposed by family and traditions, they overcome their doubts and will lead secret relations. Suk Suk (aka Twilight Kiss) is the third feature film by Hong Kong director Ray Yeung following his 2015 breakthrough film Front Cover. Taking inspiration from the
nonfiction book Oral History of Older Gays in Hong Kong, Yeung gives a new look at a strange story with a forbidden love story of two older men struggling with the expectations of Hong Kong's strictly conservative society. While illicit love relationships are over-represented in the LGBT
cinema, Suk Sook avoids the cliches of retelling, fleshing out the characters of these gay grandfathers. More fascinatingly, Yeung trains the focus on the lives of older homosexuals in a traditional Chinese setting. Some of them spend their lives hiding their true self from the public, while
others are fighting for their rights to life and Mr. Suk Suk deftly explores Hong Kong's various social, political and religious views, while revealing deep-seated prejudices that highlight how homosexuality is still taboo on Chinese soil. But Yong manages to bring a light-hearted aspect to the
film, despite the dull position of its main characters. This unconventional novel will warm your heart by causing a tear or two and some laughs along the way. Award Home Destinations Asia Thailand Bangkok Things to do in Bangkok Getty Images What Bangkok lacks in the museums it
makes up in impressive temples and gleaming palaces. If city traffic, heat, or chaos get the best of you, pony... For more on what Bangkok lacks in museums, he delights in impressive temples and gleaming palaces. Whether city traffic, heat, or chaos get the best out of you, pony up $9 for
an hour-long massage to rub your troubles away. From outdoor adventures to experience spiritual and historical Buddhist temples, there are things to do in Bangkok. There are a number of beautiful temples, including the ancient temples of Wat Pho and Wat Wat Chatuchak weekend
market is a must-visit; It is one of the largest markets in the world where sellers hawk all sorts of items, from squirrels to sneakers, with a wealth of drinks and snack stalls. The Grand Palace and Lumfini Park are attractions the city is worth visiting, while Sofitel So Bangkok Spa and East
Spa offer plenty of wellness treatments for those in need of some pampering. Read Less Blue Elephant Cooking School This restaurant-turned-cooking school hosts morning and afternoon sessions at the century-old French colonial house. Students have sccess to personal... More
Chinatown This buzzing area is home to arguably the most chaotic atmosphere in Bangkok. Take a walk through pencil-thin sois (street), pop into gold shops or... Read more Grand Palace Come early in the morning and grab a guide (or find a local tour group) to help you navigate the
ornate halls, pavilions and interior palaces... More Health Earth Chain major wellness centers in Bangkok serving up facial and massage, Health Land go to the place for a traditional Thai massage. Be sure to ... More Jam Factory What Bangkok lacks in the official museums it makes up in
spades with indie art galleries, the main one being Jam Factory. One of the hottest dens ... More Jim Thompson House of American expat Jim Thompson is credited with revitalizing the dying Thai silk industry in the mid-20th century, but he is equally well known for his... More Longtail Boat
Ride From this pier, you can earn private long tail boats to take you on a 90 or 120-minute canal ride. Boat drivers don't speak much English, so don't... More Lumpini Park What Central Park in New York, Lumpini Park in Bangkok. Complete with a large lake, lush greenery (a rare find in
these concrete jungles) and... More MBK Fight Night On Wednesday night during the dry season, catch the buzzing action of the Muay Thai fight outside the tech mall MBK, where able-bodied men dressed in ... More East Spa Luxury Spa at the Mandarin Oriental Hotel offers luxurious spa
pampering in an Asian-healing-meets-western methods of sorts. Before arriving at... More Kicks in Tailor Since the 80s, Bangkok diplomats have been flocking to Pinky for his specialty item: custom suit jackets. Out of town, free... More Sofitel So Bangkok Spa Occupying the entire top floor
of this central hotel, the spa in forest-style treatment rooms are pure bliss. Relax with the papaya scrub,... More Soy Sauce Factory On the outskirts of Chinatown is a soy sauce factory, a bar slash art gallery slash Thai restaurant that is in former soy sauce factory.... More Tailor at Ten This
high-tech tailor has a custom iPad app to make the process of ordering shirts and suits as seamless as possible, and their theirs More Touch Broad is considered the best offer in the city, Touching not one but two places on Soi Ruamrudee. Often you can make an appointment... More Wat
Arun Known as the Temple of Dawn, the most identifying feature of this large temple complex is a spire with scary steep steps. Brave tilt and you will ... More Wat Traimit Located at the end of Chinatown's Yaovarat Road, near Hualampong Train Station, a quick stop at Wat Traimit or the
Temple of Golden Buddah is... More See Everything You Need to Do in Bangkok Back to Top Tripsavvy uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. Using Tripsavvy, you agree to use cookies. Our editors self-research, test, and recommend the best products and services;
You can find out more about our review process here. We may receive commissions for purchases made on selected links. 01 of the 09 Courtesy of AriyasomVilla Tradition and Comfort gathered in this luxurious boutique hotel, a renovated 1940s villa. The rooms are decorated in Thai art
and decor style, as well as a combination of European and Thai furniture, both antique and 1940s-style reproductions. Warm refurbished teak floors, high-end bathrooms (including large soaking tubs), air conditioning and luxurious bedding are just some of the amenities that will greet you in
your room, but what guests rave about is attention to detail and service that extends to the delicious vegetarian restaurant on site and full-service spa. The lush landscape and the greener courtyard make AriyasomVilla feel quiet and secluded, but it's right in the middle of the city, just a few
blocks from the shops, restaurants and attractions, and next door to Bumrungrad Hospital, a major medical center. The back of the hotel is adjacent to the canal, where guests can welcome water taxis, and street taxis are easily accessible nearby. Train number 3 is just a few blocks away.
For stylish luxury with authentic Thai touches in the perfect location, you won't find a better place than AriyasomVilla. 02 of the 09 Courtesy of Phranakorn-Nornlen Hotel This quaint little hotel offers guests a quiet and comfortable oasis in a great location next to the Grand Palace and the
Temple of the Reclining Buddha. The rooms, which range from single rooms to family suites, are individually decorated with bright flowers and bohemian jumble art and furniture. All rooms have bathrooms with an open shower (without curtains or enclosures), and amenities, including
shampoo and lotions, are handmade on site. Organic vegetarian breakfast, made from vegetables grown on site, is included in the price Guests can also dine at a private rooftop restaurant overlooking the city. 03 of 09 Courtesy okura Prestige Bangkok It may seem strange to choose a
Japanese style hotel in Bangkok, but if elegant modern decor decor Luxury amenities appeal, be sure to take a look at this stunning option. It's little more than what one might think of as a traditional boutique hotel, but thanks to the accurate attention to detail and high service that Japanese
hotels are famous for, it feels quite intimate. Guests can enjoy a slate of high-quality amenities, including an infinity-roof console that overlooks the entire city. There is also a full-service spa, a luxury fitness centre, a private club lounge for luxury guests and an excellent French restaurant.
The rooms are elegantly decorated in pale tones with luxurious fabrics and minimalist wooden furniture. Those who appreciate technology and connectivity will love a 42-inch flat screen TV with free video on demand, free and fast Wi-Fi, a technical ready-made workstation and a bedside
touch screen control panel. Bathrooms are equally smooth and modern and include both a shower in the rainforest and a separate deep bath, as well as Japanese-style electronic toilets. Bathroom amenities from Thai made Harnn a brand. 04 of 09 Courtesy Siam Kempinski Hotel Bangkok
Kids will go wild for Kempinski Kids Club in this gorgeous hotel connected to the massive luxury Siam Paragon Shopping Center. There they can spend the day doing art projects, jumping into a pit with a ball, singing karaoke, playing video games and more, all under the supervision of
professional staff. While they're off for fun, parents can enjoy an in-house spa, pool or fitness center, or take advantage of the executive living room for work purposes. The rooms tend to be quite large throughout the chic, modern style of the hotel, but people with children in tow should
consider upgrading to a family suite that offers not only a separate bedroom for parents, but a full kitchen and dining room, which is always useful for feeding the younger set. Room service and a few restaurants in the house are also an option for food and there are a huge number of
restaurants for all tastes in the nearby mall and the immediate vicinity. Continue to 5 of 9 below. 05 of 09 Courtesy of Sukhothai Bangkok When you pass through the gates of Sukhothai Bangkok, you leave the hustle and bustle of the city and enter a peaceful oasis. Enjoy a romantic
candlelit dinner at one of the city's major resort restaurants, enjoy dessert in a decadent chocolate buffet and stroll through the softly lit lotus ponds in the courtyard before retiring to your luxury suite. In your room you will enjoy luxurious modern Thai decor with teak furniture and floors and
Thai silk decorations. Extra-large bathtub, separate shower precipitation, top-off-line bathroom amenities and a positively dreamy bed with The underwear and pillow menu for flawless fit make it the perfect place to spend some time indoors with your other half. 06 of 09 09 A number of five-
star hotels in Bangkok, but the exquisite Siam stands head and shoulders above them all. A restored traditional boat for guest cruises along the Chao Phraya River, a museum-class antiques collection scattered throughout the public space, endless lush tropical courtyards and greenery, a
private Muay Thai guide, a world-class spa and award-winning restaurants, a free mobile phone for local calls... The amenities range from big ticket pros to the most delicate details and are always associated along with some of the best services in the world. The rooms are exquisitely
designated, each of them uniquely equipped with antique artwork, modern furniture and every creature comfort a man could imagine. All include massive soaking tubs and a separate shower precipitation in a luxurious but extremely tasteful bathroom, and pool villas include a private
courtyard and pool. If there is anything you may need or want, just call your private butler (each number gets one) and your needs will be present. Siam is a little out of town, but its location on the river (and a comfortable private boat) makes it quick and easy to get to all bangkok's main
attractions without sitting in traffic. 07 of 09 Courtesy of Aloft Bangkok Young travelers will love the modern, fashionable aesthetics of this inexpensive hotel, from a rooftop pool to a popular nightclub in the lobby. The rooms are designed minimally, but use bright colors for a style that is
simple and global, if not necessarily hyper-local. Suites offer baths, but basic shower rooms only; probably not a problem if you plan to spend most of your time outside the room. Aloft Bangkok - Sukhumvit 11 is close to many markets and sightseeing options, and is convenient for both
water taxis and BTS, so the whole city is within striking distance. The nearest area, however, is a major hotbed of nightlife: bars, dances, restaurants and clubs of all kinds, including the very popular Levels Club, which is right next door. If you sleep through a delicious free breakfast,
hangover fuels can be delivered through a reasonably priced room service menu. 08 of 09 Courtesy of Bangkok Peninsula Whether you are in Bangkok for a simple meeting or you have something much grander planned, the Bangkok peninsula is ready to meet your needs and then some of
them. Several ballrooms, boardrooms and mixed function rooms, all with high-quality design, are available, as are experienced events and staff planning meetings and one of Bangkok's only private helipads. Even the simple Superior Room has a soothing modern Thai decor, views of the
Chao Phraya River and the Bangkok skyline, king or steam beds, sofa and workstation, fully electronic lighting, entertainment and climate control, marble bathroom, as well as technological connections that a modern business traveler may need: Wi-Fi, wired Internet, VOIP call service,
smartphone/tablet dock and intra-general printer/scanner/fax machine. Suites, which vary in size, are even more luxurious and offer dining or entertainment areas that are ready to meet with an A/V connection. All guests have access to an extensive fitness centre and a beautiful swimming
pool, several high-end restaurants, a full-service spa, activities for children and families, trips to the famous dark green Rolls-Royce Silver Spurs (or the branded green Tuk-Tuku), river rides on renovated antique rice barges and more. The location of the hotel is great for those who would
like to go out and see some of the sights; Right on the river, it's only a short drive by water taxi to all the city's main attractions. Continue to 9 out of 9 below. 09 of the 09 Provided Yard Hostel Travelers looking for a low performance stay will love the DIY and green aesthetic of this quirky,
clean hostel built largely from repurposed shipping containers. (Don't worry - they're fully connected and even have air conditioning!) Choose from a women's dormitory, two mixed dormitories or several inexpensive private rooms. The courtyard, which takes its name from its lush green
central inner square, provides a host of impressive amenities, all of which are offered with both your comfort and environment in mind: free reusable glass water bottle, free take bikes, library/book sharing, and more. Breakfast. Hostels are always a great place to meet fellow travelers, but
Yard actively encourages it through planned group activities such as movies and yoga and encouraging guests (and their friends) to chat in their small bar. The courtyard is in the Ari area, which is a little outside a short walk from the main attractions, but more charming and, well, nearby
than much of downtown Bangkok. It's a kind of hipster/art district, with lots of fancy restaurants, galleries and shops, and it's just minutes from just across the sky train. Train. bangkok map tourist. bangkok map tourist.pdf. siam bangkok map tourist. bangkok mrt tourist map. bangkok tourist
map printable. bangkok tourist spots map. bangkok map with tourist spots pdf. bangkok tourist attractions map pdf
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